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In light of the recent political and social tunnoil in his home country, Frenchman 
Alexis de Tocqueville traveled to the United States in 1831, He wished to learn from 
America's institutions, but most specifically he was interested in studying the overlying 
ideology of American life: democracy, Tocqueville wrote Democracy in America as an 
interpretive guide to democracy, using America - the most successful democratic nation 
to date - as an example, With his recommendations came also warnings, the most 
significant of which was Tocqueville's fear of the tyranny of the majority, i,e" the 
capacity of a majority of people to turn democracy into despotism through political and 
intellectuaVpsychological manipulation, What follows is an examination of this concept 
and an analysis of why Tocqueville felt as he did about the majority, Tocqueville was 
not distrustful of democracy because of the possibility of tyranny, Rather, he was 
cautious toward it, due to his ardent belief in the inevitability of democracy, Democracy 
in America shows Tocqueville wrestling with his aristocratic heritage, reconciling it with 
his faith in democracy and the need for stability in his home country, 
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Is the democracy worth all the risks and problems that necessarily go with it? Or, would 
we all be happier by admitting that the whole thing was a larkfrom the start and now 
that it hasn't worked out, to hell with if. 
- Hunter S. Thompson, 
The Great Shark Hunt 
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With the 1835 publication of Democracy in America, Alexis de Tocqueville 
erupted onto the French political and intellectual scenes. When Henry Reeve translated 
the tome into English in 1838, the young Tocqueville gained widespread fame on both 
sides of the Atlantic, praised for his perspicacity on current events and accurate 
understanding of the past. Tocqueville has remained a central figure in the studies of 
American society and governance as well as of world politics even to this day. 
In October 1833 (over one-and-a-half years after leaving the United States), 
Tocqueville began writing the first volume of Democracy. I (Tocqueville planned to 
follow this work with a second volume, which would not come until 1840.) De fa 
democratie en Amerique was an instant bestseller in France. "By 1835, over twelve 
hundred Frenchmen had already written about America," writes Frederick Kershner. 
"Not one of them had achieved an impact remotely approaching that of Democracy in 
America.,,2 J. Salwyn Schapiro comments further, "De Tocqueville now succeeded 
Montesquieu as the discoverer of the model land of freedom that liberal Frenchmen had 
for so long been seeking; it was not England, but America.,,3 
The first volume seemed easy to Tocqueville: it concerned laws and government, 
which are simple to define and describe. The second work would deal more with 
intangibles ~ customs, habits, mores, and the like. The increasing complexity ofthe 
material compounded with occasional bouts of self-doubt, multiple election campaigns 
(the first failed, the second succeeded), his wife's frequent bad health, his own chronic 
1 James T. Schleifer, The Making of Tocqueville 's Democracy in America (Chapel Hill: University 
of North Carolina Press, 1980), 4-8. 
, Frederick Kerslmer, Jr., Tocqueville 's America: The Great Quotations (Athens: Ohio University 
Press. 1983), xv. 
3 J. Salwyn Schapiro, "AJexis de Tocqueville, Pioneer of Democratic Liberalism in France," 
Political &ience Quarterly, vol. 57, no. 4 (Dec., 1942): 547. Schapiro a1lndes to Montesquieu's 1748 work 
The Spirit of the Laws, in which the Frenchphilosophe compares repubJicauism, monarchism, and 
despotism, using England as his primary example. 
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sickness - marked by coughing up blood and general exhaustion, both physical and 
mental- and the illness and death of his mother in 18364 
When Tocqueville finally began working on the second volume, he did so with 
steadfast commitment, and it was published in France in 1840 with an English translation 
arriving later that same year. As mentioned, this half dealt more with civil society. 
Tocqueville took an interest in philosophy during the second volume's writing, and thus 
he scrutinized the concept of democracy itself more than he did America. In a section 
removed from the final draft titled "Explanation of the object of the work," Tocqueville 
writes, "The first book more American than democratic. This one more democratic than 
A . ,,5 mencan. 
In the introduction to Democracy in America's first volume, Tocqueville explains 
to the reader, "I confess that in America I saw more than America; I sought there an 
image of democracy itself.. I wanted to become acquainted with it if only to know at 
least what we ought to hope or fear from it. ,,6 Tocqueville clearly states his purpose: to 
learn from the American model of democracy so as to adapt it to his own society. He 
wanted to perform thorough research before submitting it to the French public as a 
solution to its political woes; the last thing France needed at the time was another ill-
conceived, barely thought-through popular government. 
By the publication of the second volume, however, France was beginning to move 
toward democracy. The so-called July Monarchy of Louis-Philippe featured a liberal 
4 Schleifer. The Making of Toe que ville 's Democracy in America, 23. 
5 Quoted in Ibid., 29. For a greater explication of the changes between Tocqueville's first and 
second volumes, see Seymour Drescher, "Tocqueville's Two Democraties," Journal of the History of 
Ideas, vol. 25, no. 2 (Apr. - Jun. 1964): 210-216. 
6 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, Harvey C. Mansfield and Delba Winthrop, ed. 
aod trans. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2000), 13. 
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constitution including a legislature. Granted, a monarch still headed the government and 
bourgeois interests dominated the parliament, but France was again on the path toward 
democracy after the failed empire of Napoleon. Because of this gradual democratization, 
lessons from the United States itself specifically were not needed. France required details 
about the system it wished to adopt, and Tocqueville composed a volume that only used 
America as a scant reference point. "The more essentially democratic example by 1840 
was France - a France whose configuration had changed considerably in Tocqueville's 
mind after 1835."7 
France had become democratic but with lingering remnants oftraditional society, 
"still half-encrusted with decaying tradition, but not the American model of 1835 in 
which everyone was born equal in a new society."g Tocqueville found a great advantage 
of America to be its lack of deep indigenous tradition. Addressing Tocqueville's 
opinions here, Schapiro writes, 
The fact that America was a virgin continent, rich in natural resources with land 
free for the asking, prevented bitter class conflicts from arising that, in Europe, 
had proved so inimical to the progress of democracy .... Unlike Europe, America 
had no such obstacle to equality as a landed aristocracy; no such obstacle to 
freedom as military caste; and no such obstacle to religious toleration as a 
national church9 
These differences denoted the limited implications of America for Europe. With its 
drastically different point of departure, America could not serve as an absolute model for 
France. Tocqueville shifts his focus to the concept of democracy, with the hope of 
introducing a long-lasting system applicable to and beneficial for his home country. 
Lynn C. Marshall and Seymour Drescher, "American Historians and Tocqueville's Democracy." 
The Journal of American Histo~y, vol. 55, no. 3 (Dec., 1968): 522. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Schapiro, "Alexis de Tocqueville," 554. 
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In the second volume, Tocqueville seems at times quite critical of democracy and 
democratic societies. However, this does not mean he dislikes popular government. On 
the contrary, Tocqueville finds "democratic revolution ... an irresistible fact against 
which it would be neither desirable nor wise to struggle .... " Tocqueville was drawn to 
this supposed inevitability of democracy and the equality of conditions. In the 
Introduction to the first volume, he writes, "when one runs through the pages of our 
history, one finds so to speak no great events in seven hundred years that have not turned 
to the profit of equality." 10 He continues later, "the gradual development of equality of 
conditions is therefore a providential fact. .. : it is universal, it is enduring, each day it 
escapes human power; all events, like all men, serve its development.,,11 And once more 
"To wish to stop democracy would then appear to be to struggle against G-d himself,,12 
For Tocqueville to think as he did - that democracy was inevitable - he had to 
promote ideas contrary to those of other French liberals in his time. Under the 
"bourgeois monarchy" of Louis-Philippe, the poor masses remained outside of 
government and were economically deprived. Tocqueville's inevitability thesis 
threatened the power of the bourgeoisie, both politically and materially (in the sense that 
previous plebian revolts, such as under the Jacobins, had been perilous to private property 
rights). To Tocqueville, the social and political chaos feared by the bourgeoisie was "part 
of the never-ending efforts to establish 'equality,' the supreme and persistent passion of 
mankind throughout the ages, a passion that was 'ardent, insatiable, incessant, 
invincible. '" The French Revolution of 1789 meant to bring about equality, but its 
10 Tocque\ille, Democracy_ 5. 
11 Ibid., 6. 
12 Ibid .. 7. 
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leaders were "impatient" and too "swiftly and ruthlessly destroyed a social order in which 
caste division was the dominant characteristic" D 
As democracy is inevitable, one wonders why Tocqueville found it so easy to 
criticize. Preemptively addressing this issue, Tocqueville writes, "I shall respond simply 
that it is because I was not an adversary of democracy that I wanted to be sincere with 
it,,14 The author asserts that he must be honest about democracy, be that good or bad, if 
he is to learn anything from it. It is the best system of government available, but it is not 
without its faults. In a letter to Henry Reeve after the publication of Democracy in 
America, Tocqueville avers his objectivity: "They insist on making me a party man, and I 
am not They give me passions, when I have only opinions, or rather the only passions I 
have are love of liberty and human dignity ... They endow me alternatively with 
aristocratic and democratic prejudices.,,15 
It was this apparent impartiality that allowed Democracy to gain a wide 
readership. Even today, members of both the left and right wings claim Tocqueville 
within their camp. The Left finds Tocqueville championing community action and 
devaluing materialism. The Right praises Tocqueville's critiques of centralization and 
his confidence in men to overcome their absolute individualism independently (i.e., 
without governmental entreaties) for the sake of others. 16 Tocqueville skirts such 
partisan issues, however, portraying himself as an objective observer. He presents the 
inevitability of democracy as a divine act, crediting to Providence his own belief in 
J3 Schapiro, "Alexis de Tocqueville," 552. 
14 Tocqueville, Democracy, 400. 
15 Kershner, TocqueviJJe 's America, xvi. 
16 Argmnent summarized from "Editors' Introduction" in Tocqucville, Democracy, xxiv-x"". 
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historical progression toward democracy. He retains the appearance of objectivity for 
himself and yet convinces his audience that democracy is the correct path to take. 
Due to his aristocratic background, it would be quite easy to attribute 
Tocqueville's criticisms of democracy to innate bias. Even more specifically, his fear of 
the tyranny of the majority seems most susceptible to such analysis: a man of noble 
lineage and elite upbringing such as Tocqueville might naturally distrust the lower classes 
of society and fear their ascendancy to power. Political scientist Benjamin Wright makes 
such a claim. In his article "Of Democracy in America," Wright argues that 
Tocqueville's "fondness for the principle of aristocracy ... predisposed him to favor a 
governmental system hedged about with restraints upon hasty and unconsidered action." 
Furthermore, Wright finds aristocratic bias in Tocqueville's "dislike [for] the materialism 
and the crudities of the Americans." Wright concludes that Tocqueville promotes 
democracy in spite of these "most evident characteristics." 17 
Wright's characterization is not one-dimensional. As with all descriptions of 
Tocqueville and his intentions, Wright shows both an aristocrat and a populist. He 
separates Tocqueville from other European observers who came to America "to give 
slightly condescending lectures and to bolster [their] own feeling[s] ofsuperiority,,18 
Marvin Zetterbaum similarly gives a disparate account of Tocqueville's opinions and 
frame of mind. Responding to critics ofTocqueville, Zetterbaum rhetorically asks the 
reader, 
17 Benjamin F. Wright, "Of Democracy in America," The American Political Science Review. vol. 
40, no. I (Feb., 1946): 59. 
18 Ibid., 52. Wright is indubitably referencing the unflattering writings of such authors as Charles 
Dickens, whose American Notes detailed his 1842 trip to the United States, and Emily Faithful, whose 
Three Visits to America appeared in 1884. 
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Does he [Tocqueville] not, on the one hand, reveal in his writings the ingrained 
and inescapable bias of his aristocratic origins? Was he not hostile to the 
unformed and unforeseeable consequences of the democratic revolution? Did he 
not intend by his criticisms of the democratic system to "carry the reader to the 
point of wishing for its destruction"?" Was not the liberty he defended a 
"restricted liberty, protecting a small group of privileged people who were really 
independent so far as economic circumstances went"? Was it not a "liberty for 
believers, [a] liberty for owners ... an aristocratic liberalism,,?b Die he not believe 
that "the mass of men should remain bereft of political power"?C 19 
Zetterbaum presents the counterargument as well, showing that Tocqueville also looked 
toward the mass equality of all and believed in the inevitability of democracy (once again 
linking its triumph to Providence). Getting a read on Tocqueville's possible prejudices is 
difficult because Tocqueville himself appears inconsistent in the text of Democracy. 
William Henry George similarly notes Tocqueville's ambivalence. To George, 
Tocqueville wanted a democratic government with aristocratic tendencies. " ... De 
Tocqueville did not favor a reintroduction of classes and castes that the [French] 
Revolution had destroyed," he writes. But private citizen could organize and become 
powerful and influential as groups, thus becoming '''personfles aristocraliques.' In that 
manner, he [Tocqueville] thought, could be obtained several of the advantages of 
aristocracy without its injustices and dangers.,,2o Above all, though, Tocqueville wanted 
democracy, ensuring that despite the ability of people to maintain high levels of 
influence, democracy "would decentralize and deconcentrate administration, using .. 
19 Marvin Zetterbaum. Tocqueville and the Problem o/Democracy (SJanford: SJanford University 
Press, 1967), 1. Alphabetic superscripts correspond with Zctterbaum' s notes, adjusted for inclusion here. 
His notes are as follow: 
'Maxime Leroy, "Alexis de Tocqueville," in Political Thought in Perspective, ed. 
William Ebenstein (New York: McGrnw-Hill, 1957), 489. 
b Ibid., 482. 
C James Keeney, "Tocqueville and the New Politics," New Politics I, no. 3 (1962): 62. 
20 William Henry George, "Montesquieu and de Tocqueville and Corporative Individualism," The 
.1merican Political Science Review, voL 16, no. 1 (Feb., 1922): 16-17. 
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secondary bodies as depositories of administrative power.,,21 George's interpretation 
falls well in line with a comment Francois Guizot once made to Tocqueville: "You judge 
'democracy' like an aristocrat who has been vanquished, and is convinced his conqueror 
. . h ,,22 
IS ng t. 
Similarly, Lynn L. Marshall and Seymour Drescher write of an ambivalent 
Tocqueville. On one side, he was a cultural elitist, finding no great writers, poets, or 
artists in America. Concomitantly he lauded "the unusual level of intelligence among the 
mass of Americans ... ,,23 Tocqueville was also "dominated by his brooding concern with 
an all-powerful bureaucratic state and its alienated, atomistic masses. ,,24 Such a 
characterization could be applied to both his pessimistic view of the potential future of 
democracy as well as to the centralized aristocracy to which he was accustomed in 
France. Consequently, he reveals his faith in properly checked democracy, evincing his 
basic, optimistic faith in this system. 
Ultimately, then, Democracy in America is an attempt by Alexis de Tocqueville to 
overcome his aristocratic heritage and biases. Hence, the book contains contradictions, 
revealing a man treading through unstable times in an uncertain frame of mind. He 
resolutely favors democracy in some places; in others he cites democracy's inherent 
pitfalls and limitations. Tocqueville does not claim to have the definite answer on the 
perfect form of government. Instead, he comments on governments available to him, 
hoping for a remedy for the turbulence of France. Revolutionary French society had been 
dominated by the violent passions of the masses. Tocqueville studied America to find a 
21 Ibid .. 20. 
22 Quoted in Zetterbaum, Tocquevi/le and the Problem of Democracy, 40. 
23 Marshall and Drescher. "American Historians and Tocqueville's Democracy." 527, 
24 Ibid., 524. 
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way out, some manner in which the mass of people could take part in the government 
without constant strife. 
Between 1789 and 1830, France had seen a welter of political activity, going 
through three different monarchical phases, Napoleon's empire, and an early string of 
failed republican governments. Tocqueville naturally yearned to help his chaotic 
homeland, and in America he saw the best possible hope. There he found democracy, 
which he considered to be the inevitable next stage of political and social organization -
the replacement for aristocracy. (Quotes to this effect are provided above.) The 
American style of democracy might not have been wholly applicable to France, but 
Tocqueville wished to learn from its behaviors and character and adapt its tenets to 
France. From his family's experiences during the French Revolution, Tocqueville knew 
the potential destructive power of mobs, and he greatly wanted avoid it while still 
advancing a government of, by, and for the masses. His task was to apply democracy 
without the haphazard, internecine events that had plagued the nation since before his 
birth. 
Many authors have supported the idea that Tocqueville was not biased by his 
background. 1. Salwyn Schapiro readily admits that while Tocqueville's "hopes of a new 
and better order were often clouded with doubts, misgivings, and hesitations," the 
Frenchman still had confidence in democracy as "the future of mankind,,25 Although 
Andre Jardin spends the first three chapters of his book Tocqueville: A Biography writing 
about his subject's aristocratic heritage, he concludes that Tocqueville knew that change 
was imminent. Tocqueville "found his personal challenge in proving that an heir to the 
25 Schapiro, "Alexis de Tocqueville," 545, 546. 
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past [i.e., a son of aristocracy such as Tocqueville] could maintain his position during the 
time that the future was being prepared. ,,26 
Before proceeding, one issue concerning Tocqueville's Democracy must be 
addressed. In this work, he never provides a clear, structured definition of "democracy." 
At times, the term is defined relatively, that is, as an alternative to aristocracy. Thus, its 
character derives from what it does not have, for example inherent classes, inherited 
titles, or institutional divisions of wealth and power. Tocqueville approaches a more 
direct definition for "democracy" by loosely exchanging "democracy" and "equality of 
conditions" for each other. In one sentence he refers to "the equality of conditions that .. 
was approaching ... more each day," and in the ensuing statement he writes, "the same 
democracy reigning in American societies appeared to me to be advancing rapidly toward 
power in Europe." Equality necessarily follows "great democratic revolution[s]," making 
it an integral part of democracy, if not democracy's defining trait 27 
Overall, no exact definition of "democracy" comes forth because Tocqueville 
cannot distill its denotations and connotations into one or two sentences. Instead he 
writes a two-volume manual on the subject. Simply put, Tocqueville writes about 
"democracy" as a societal state where all members have equal opportunities and equal 
conditions under which those opportunities may be utilized. But Tocqueville is not able 
to leave the reader with such a plain view. His audience must know the exact natures of 
that society, of those conditions and opportunities, and of the governmental and social 
structures established to facilitate democracy. 
'6 Andre Jardin, Tocquevil/e: A Biography, Lydia Davis and Robert Hemenway, trans. (New 
York: Farrar Straus Giroux, 1998), 55. 
27 TocqueviUe, Democracy, 3. 
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Compare Tocqueville's nebulous, indirect definitions with James Madison's 
treatment of democracy in The Federalist. This Founder and future president 
differentiated between democracy and republicanism. In a democracy, people come 
together and directly take part in their government; decisions are made on a community-
wide basis, as in the ancient Greek city-states. In contrast, a republic is "a government in 
which the scheme of representation takes place," i.e., citizens participate indirectly in 
government through elected officials28 Tocqueville does not draw such a line, instead 
referring to the "democratic republic" in the United States, "thus spanning and overriding 
the distinction that Madison was at pains to establish."z9 Tocqueville ignores the 
differences because, for him, republicanism is one form of democracy, specifically the 
American form. 
While studying democracy in America, Tocqueville's aristocratic background did 
not prejudice his assessments. At worst he was ambivalent, and at best he saw the future 
of humanity in democracy. Before delving into Tocqueville's analysis of democracy and 
its potential dangers, however, it is necessary to analyze the members of his family and 
their influence on him. 
Aristocratic Background and Democratic Tendencies 
Tocqueville's aristocratic heritage did not unduly influence the ideas found in 
Democracy. This might be difficult to believe in light of the temperaments and careers of 
his immediate family members as well as the noble legacy that he received. However, 
Tocqueville was primarily an independent thinker who cast off his family's prejudices 
28 Alexander Hamilton, James Madison and John Jay, The Federalist Papers, Clinton Rossiter, ed. 
(New York: Penguin, 1%1),81. 
29 From "Editors' Introduction" in Tocqueville, Democracy, xxvii. 
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and predispositions in order to embrace what he thought to be the future: democracy. His 
academic pursuits compelled him to analyze his native nobility with a critical eye. His 
American journey was another stage in his search for proper governmental and societal 
structures. America appealed to him as the potential source of the personal resolution he 
had sought since his youth. 
Alexis-Charles-Henri de Tocqueville was born 29 July 1805 in Paris30 He was 
the youngest of the three sons of Herve-Lou is-Fran yO is-Jean-Bonaventure Clerel and 
Louise-Madeleine Le Peletier Rosanbo, whose names denote lines of nobility on both 
sides of the family3l Alexis's mother was an ardent royalist and devout Catholic, two 
traits that she tried to pass onto her sons. One historian writes, "In Madame de 
Tocqueville [one finds] a rejection of the present and a passion for a crusade that would 
restore everything to the way it was in the past. ,,32 Her grip on Alexis was limited, 
though, and thus her aristocratic tastes bore little impact on him. 
Alexis's older brothers were much more influenced by their mother's enthusiasm 
for aristocratic ways. Hippolyte, the oldest brother, was an enthralled member of King 
Louis XVIII's bodyguard and later part of the legitimist army, which supported the king's 
right to the throne against the claims of other wannabe monarchs. But he was also fickle 
by nature - Alexis termed him an opportunist - and tended to support whatever 
government was in power at the time, eventually becoming a senator -for-life in the 
National Assembly in 187033 The middle brother Edouard shared Alexis's intellectual 
interests. Edouard was fairly liberal in his concern for "[e]conomic and social problems, 
30 Matthew Mancini, Alexis de Tocqueville (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1994), 1. 
31 Jardin, Tocqueville, 3. In fact, it is widely held that a distant relative of Alexis named Clerel 
fought with William the Conqueror at the Battle of Hastings in 1066. 
32 Ibid., 43. 
33 Ibid., 4345. 
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the customs regulations, and the fight against pauperism." Alexis and Edouard faced a 
brief schism when the older brother ran for office in the Legislative Assembly in 1852 
under the rule of Napoleon III; even after Edouard explained his reasoning - he was 
running to ensure the place of religion in national life, not out of support for the empire -
Alexis still could not condone participation in such a government34 While Alexis 
maintained contact with his older brothers, it is evident in their divergent paths that they 
hardly shaped his intellectual outlook. 
The debate concerning the extent of Alexis's aristocratic prejudice often 
references his father Herve. In his 1988 biography of Alexis de Tocqueville, Andre 
Jardin writes, 
There has been some attempt, and with good reason, to discover to what extent 
Alexis de Tocqueville owed his ideas to his father. The question is not an easy 
one to answer: as he distanced himself intellectually from his family, Alexis was 
all the more affectionate and respectful toward them, and tended to conceal any 
difference. He was not at all a man to nurse grievances35 
Alexis's father Herve worked in the bureaucratic structures of the various French 
governments throughout the late-eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. He and his wife 
were arrested during the Terror of 1793 and spent three months in detention, released 
only after the fall ofRobespierre36 Herve got back into politics by becoming an informer 
to and servant of Louis XVIII's brother37 As a bureaucrat, his greatest achievements 
occurred while serving as prefect in Metz, a small city east of Paris near the German 
border. There he instituted social programs and established relief organizations for the 
34 Ibid .. 46-47. 
35 Ibid .. 34. 
36 Mancini, Alexis de Tocqueville, 1. Also, Jardin, Tocqueville, 8. Herve's grandfather 
Maicsherbcs, thc great liberal politician, was arrested as well, however he was executed soon after their 
apprehension. While in prison, Herve's hair had turned white overnight, and Alexis's mother suffered 
stress-induced health problems that affected her for the rest of her life. 
37 Jardin, Tocqueville, 11. 
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impoverished and underprivileged. Herve taxed the wealthy in order to pay for the 
programs and employed the poor in public works projects. He later became prefect of 
Versailles, a position widely considered a stepping-stone into prestige and influence in 
Paris. Herve was later granted peerage in 1827, but he missed the public involvement 
associated with his previous work and was therefore not terribly sad when he lost the 
status during the 1830 Revolution, when King Charles X was overthrown. He spent the 
rest of his life writing, publishing an "aristocratic history" in 184738 
Jardin does hint at an intellectual separation between Alexis and his father. While 
generally a liberal - as seen in his social improvement projects and his compassion for 
the poor and the ostracized - Herve did make arbitrary arrests at times, claiming 
flippantly in defense that such action "was the style in those days." Additionally, Herve's 
1847 top-down history is certainly a different approach than Alexis's works, which 
analyze society as a whole, including perspectives from many socio-economic strata. 
However, Herve's life was a model to his son; he had devoted himself to public service. 
"For his son," writes Jardin, "this was the true virtue.,,39 
As for Alexis himself, he had been tutored from a young age by Abbe Lesueur, 
the same aging cleric who instructed Alexis's young father. Alexis was inundated with 
the Abbe's "anti-liberal spite and an austere piety." However the man was also quite 
tender and was "reputed to have been ... too indulgent of a teacher.,,40 At the age of 
fifteen, Alexis moved to Metz at the request of his father, who complained of personal 
loneliness - the remainder of the family lived in Paris - and knew his son could get a 
better education near him. The studies of Latin and rhetoric dominated Alexis's 
38 Ibid., 30, 32, 35. 
39 Ibid .. 35-36. 
40 Ibid., 41, 43. 
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education in Metz, and while the formal pedagogy featured little English or history, his 
rhetoric instructor M. Mougin encouraged young Alexis to study history. With this 
encouragement, Alexis engaged himself in the discipline, learning how to use knowledge 
of the past to explain the present and to understand France's relationship with its 
neighbors41 Ironically, then, it was this most aristocratic, anti-liberal figure from 
Alexis's childhood who set him on the path of intellectual inquiry, a path that would 
eventually lead him to favor democracy. 
In addition to the independent study of history, Alexis immersed himself in his 
father's immense library. From records available, it appears that Alexis focused on 
works of the ancients, classics of the seventeenth century, general travelogues, and 
especially the writings of the eighteenth-century philosophes, such as Voltaire, 
Montesquieu, and Rousseau. Because of these men Alexis focused his mind on doubt, 
even classifying it as one of "the grand miseries of mankind" (along with disease and 
death). This doubt ~ but not disbelief ~ cast shadows upon his Catholicism, leaving him 
with a general deist faith, based on the "universal agreement" that G-d and an afterlife 
exist. It was at this time when Alexis also began to question aristocracy, later telling his 
English translator Henry Reeve that from an early age he considered such values 
"anachronistic. ,,42 
In light of recent revolutions in France as well as his ever -expanding intellectual 
horizons (especially as concern the Enlightenment thinkers and ancient writers), Alexis 
developed an incipient interest in democracy. Perhaps at this point it was hardly more 
than a cursory fancy ~ at most understood as an alternative to aristocracy, without much 
41 Ibid .. 56-61. 
42 Ibid., 62-63. Also Mancini, Alexis de TocquevilJe, 2. 
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knowledge of its character - but the seed had been planted. Isolated from the aristocratic 
fervor of his family and former tutor, Tocqueville was free to study whatever caught his 
fancy, and democratic ideas emerged as dominant threads running through his 
independent scholarship. His new-found acquaintance with dou~t caused him to question 
the elitism of his family. It naturally was a challenge to him to suspect the values held 
dear by his family, his friends, and even himself. But he acknowledged that the nobility 
could not disregard the emergence of democratic principles in France and elsewhere. His 
recent studies slowly persuaded him that aristocracy could not last forever. 
Alexis moved to Paris in 1824 to study law, and after graduating he became ajuge 
auditellr at the Versailles court oflaw in 182743 In Versailles, his friends and peers 
came from the legitimist nobility and intellectual families, including his roommate 
Gustave de Beaumont. Beaumont was much warmer and more open than Alexis and 
therefore served as "an intermediary between him and other people" and "would counter 
his self-distrust and offer him reassurance"" In Beaumont Alexis found a study partner 
for his continuing independent pursuit of history. Together they concluded, after 
analyzing their own country's history, that "history centers upon revolutions" and, after 
traveling to Switzerland, that geography is rather influential in the histories of nations. 45 
The two budding social scientists visited Paris's salons often, debating and discussing 
their theories and findings. 
43 Jardin. Tocqueville, 73. Also Mancini, Alexis de Tocqueville, 3. The position was incidentally 
created for him after a request from his father to a friend in the Versailles court. There had previously only 
been 3 juge auditeurs. The character of the position itself seems quite vague, but it was essentially an 
unpaid apprenticeship for eventually becoming a lawyer or judge. 
44 Jardin, Tocquevil/e, 80. 
45 Ibid., 81. 
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While they were not averred liberals, Tocqueville and Beaumont wholeheartedly 
"placed the law above the king" and approved of the overthrow of Charles X in 1830. 
However, they hoped for "orderly freedom" in the revolution's wake. Still limited by 
their families' beliefs they failed to see the similarities they shared with the supporters of 
Louis-Philippe and would have preferred that another Bourbon assume the throne (e.g., 
Charles X's grandson). Both men ultimately pledged an oath to Louis-Philippe, despite 
protestations from their respective families. Out of this tension - both in France and 
within their families - Tocqueville and Beaumont decided to leave the country for a time. 
For a destination, they both chose America. 
Tocqueville and Beaumont set out on Le Harve in April 1831, arriving in New 
York City on 11 May. They had received a grant from the French government to study 
the American penitentiary system, but, as Tocqueville explains, the two men had an 
ulterior motive in mind: 
The penitentiary system was an excuse: I used it as a passport that would allow 
me to go everywhere in the United States. In that country, where I encountered a 
thousand things I didn't expect, I also found some that were related to the 
questions I had so often asked myself. ... I didn't go there with the idea of writing 
a book at all, but the idea of the book came to me. I said to myself that a man is 
under the same obligation to offer up his mind in the service of society as he is, in 
time of war, his body. 46 
Contrary to this ex post facto epiphany-like explication, Tocqueville and Beaumont had 
both mentioned - prior to embarking - plans to write a book concerning America and its 
government. In a letter in 1830, Tocqueville remarked to Beaumont that they could study 
American democracy, and Beaumont concurred, later writing to his father from aboard Le 
Harve, 
46 Ibid .. 93-94. 
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We have ambitious plans .... We will see America as we survey its prisons. We 
will survey its inhabitants, its cities, its institutions, its mores. We will learn how 
the republican government works. The government is not at all well known in 
Europe .... Wouldn't it be good to have a book that gives an accurate notion of 
the American people, that paints a broad portrait of their history, boldly outlines 
their character, analyzes their social state, and corrects the many mistaken 
opinions on this subject?47 
Both quotes show a feeling of obligation on the parts of the two voyagers. To study 
America was their duty, most significantly in such a period of political and social 
upheaval. It was also easier for the men to write an informative, objective-yet-critical 
book about democracy using America rather than France, as few strong opinions of the 
United States were held widely in France at the time. Attempting to write about 
"democracy in France" in such an era would have incited much controversy48 
For Tocqueville, the trip was unconsciously many years in the making. His study 
of history and philosophy had impelled him to view critically his aristocratic heritage. 
The voyage to America served as the next step in his quest for knowledge on proper 
government and society. He wanted to answer "the questions I had so often asked 
myself .. " In America he saw the possible answers for questions first raised in his 
childhood studies. 
Tocqueville and Beaumont were certainly not the first Frenchmen to visit the 
United States and later write about their experiences. French visitors commonly had a 
favorable view of America, assuredly influenced by the young nation's recent victories 
over the British ~ the traditional enemy of France ~ during the Revolutionary War and the 
War of 1812. These accounts were occasionally tainted with remorse, as well, lamenting 
France's rapid loss of influence on the North American continent. The French also 
47 Ibid., 94. 
48 Marshall and Drescher, "American Historians and Tocqueville' s Democracy," 521. 
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criticized the continued use of slave labor in the South and feared the effects of the 
perceived uniformity in American society. However, opinions on the whole tended to be 
favorable. Most notable was the Marquis de Lafayette, friend to George Washington and 
hero of the American Revolution, who had predicted that France would assume an 
American-style government in the future. With the new republic in 1830, it appeared that 
old soldier's forecast might come true, with America as a vision of a possible future 49 
Forty years after the first cries of "Liberte, EgaliM, Fraternite," France finally realized a 
representative government - albeit with a monarch, although a limited one. With hopes 
that this new stability would last, Tocqueville and Beaumont analyzed America in search 
of methods for ensuring the republic's durability. And there they found perhaps the 
greatest threat to the future of any democracy: the tyranny of the majority. 
The Tyranny of the Majority 
Tocqueville's fear of the tyranny of the majority was not a result of his 
aristocratic biases. Tocqueville's fear came from the majority's ability to wield 
uncontrollable power and impose a uniformity of thought. His distress over events in 
France's recent past affected his judgment, but primarily his concern for the future of 
France drove his anxiety. He wanted the best possible system for France and thus had to 
address all potential flaws in democracy. Tocqueville found checks on the majority's 
power, however, and ultimately saw democracy as the salutary path for France. 
Immediately before discussing the power ofthe majority in a democracy in 
Democracy in America, Tocqueville maintains his preference for a government of one 
49 Jardin, Tocqueville, 93, 105-06. 
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rather than a government of many, "supposing equality of enlightenment on both sides.,,50 
Decisions are more unified (coming from only one person), and the bureaucracy and 
processes that bog down democracies are less significant. However, the author admits 
that in the long term, democracies produce more than governments led by only one or a 
few persons: "it does each thing less well, but it does more things. ,,51 It might not be a 
particularly skillful government, but such a form does compel its citizens to engage in it, 
to help it along, and to become productive members of society. This, Tocqueville 
admires. Tocqueville rhetorically addresses the reader: 
But if it seems to you useful to turn the intellectual and moral activity of man to 
the necessities of material life and to employ it in producing well-being; if reason 
appears to you to be more profitable to men than genius; if your object is not to 
create heroic virtues but peaceful habits; if you would rather see vices than 
crimes, and if you prefer to find fewer great actions on condition that you will 
encounter fewer great enormities; if instead of acting within a brilliant society it is 
enough for you to live in the midst of a prosperous society; if, finally, the 
principle object of a government, according to you, is not to give the most force fif 
the most glory possible to the entire body of the nation, but to procure the most 
well-being for each of the individuals who compose it and to have each avoid the 
most misery, then equalize conditions and constitute the government of 
democracy. 52 
Such sanguine prose on democracy juxtaposes interestingly with the ensuing 
chapters in Democracy. Tocqueville's first comment on the majority is rather blunt, 
stating, "it is the very essence of democratic governments that the empire of the majority 
is absolute; for in democracies, outside the majority there is nothing that resists it. ,,53 He 
then anthropomorphizes the majority to show why it should be feared. 
What therefore is a majority taken collectively, if not an individual who has 
opinions and most often interests contrary to another individual that one names 
the minority? Now, if you accept that one man vested with omnipotence can 
50 Tocqueville, Democracy, 234. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Ibid., 234-35. Emphasis added. 
53 Ibid., 235. 
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abuse it against his adversaries, why not accept the same thing for a majority? 
Have men changed character by being united?.. I shall never grant to several the 
power of doing everything that I refuse to a single one of those like me54 
Tocqueville deals often with issues concerning the majority and its role in society 
(as components of his other themes) but his main focus on the topic comes in Volume 
One, Part Two, Chapters Seven ("On the Omnipotence of the Majority and its Effects") 
and Eight ("On What Tempers the Tyranny of the Majority"). But before these sections, 
Tocqueville presents his views of democracy in America, most pertinently in Chapters 
Five and Six (Volume One, Part Two). Throughout, an apparent aristocratic skepticism 
of popular rule leaks to the surface, noticeable almost immediately upon a survey of his 
section headings: "On the Causes That Can in Part Correct These Instincts of [American] 
Democracy [in Its Choices]," "On Public Officials under the Empire of American 
Democracy," "On the Arbitrariness of Magistrates under the Empire of Democracy," and 
"On the Corruption and Vices of Those Who Govern in Democracy.,,51 Terms like 
Empire and Arbitrariness and suggestions that the "Instincts of Democracy" must be 
tempered - as though these instincts are inherently flawed - seem to show an initial 
hesitation toward such a system. He could not fully escape the influence of his 
aristocratic youth. 
In Chapter Six, Tocqueville introduces the concept of the majority to the reader. 
He describes basic utilitarianism as the governing force over American democracy. "The 
laws of democracy generally tend to the good of the greatest number, for they emanate 
from the majority of all citizens, which can be mistaken, but cannot have an interest 
54 Ibid .. 240. 
55 Selected section beadings from Volnme I, Part 2, Chapter 5 (as found in Table of Contents) of 
Ibid .. vii-viii. 
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contrary to itself.,,'6 Here Tocqueville has produced two key theories on American 
democracy: (1) the majority can act improperly, but (2) it will not act against its own 
interests, no matter how immoral its actions may seem to others, that is, the majority 
always wins, even at the expense of the minority. The innate tendency of democracy to 
allow the majority of people to govern guarantees prosperity for those who rule, but 
problems arise when they fail to remember the interests of minorities, who consent for 
such rule to take place. 
Utilitarianism prospers in American society because of the democratic ideal of 
enlightened self-interest (or self-interest well understood, as Tocqueville calls it). 
According to this doctrine, the fortune of society is tied to individual prosperity; to help 
society is to help oneself and vice versa. This explains the great value placed on respect 
in America: people refrain from attacking others because they wish to remain secure 
themselves. Each citizen works to protect the rights of others, as he would want others to 
do the same. "The idea of rights is nothing other than the idea of virtue introduced into 
the political world," Tocqueville notes57 
This mutual respect causes all people to recognize the will of the majority, even 
those without power. Americans live with the hope that everything is possible. Even if 
one is not part of the majority, he could be so someday and therefore gives the majority 
respect now in anticipation that such respect will be returned when fortunes are reversed. 
People also submit willingly to the majority because all laws benefit the maximum 
number of people (or at least the majority of people), so they must accordingly be correct. 
Tocqueville writes, "There, it is no longer one portion of the people that undertakes to 
56 Ibid .. 222. 
57 Ibid., 227. 
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better the state of society; the entire people takes charge of this care. ,,58 Here again 
people - including those not in the majority - uphold the law with the understanding that 
the laws will also benefit them if they become part of a future majority. 
The majority's power was not just political in nature. Tocqueville fretted about 
intellectual tyranny, that is, the majority's "hegemony over thought. ,,59 Like many 
European commentators of the time, Tocqueville perceived a uniformity of thought in 
America. He attributes this to the persuasive capacity of the majority. "In the United 
States," Tocqueville writes in volume two, "the majority takes charge offumishing 
individuals with a host of ready-made opinions, and it thus relieves them of the obligation 
to form their own." He concludes rather ominously "that faith in common opinion will 
become a sort of religion whose prophet will be the majority,,60 The majority pushes for 
conformity with ostracism as a deterrent to nonconformist behavior. "Tocqueville fears 
that the power of the majority will squash our individualism, blunt our creativity, and 
produce a mindless conformity throughout our society," writes Michael A. Ledeen61 
Tocqueville himself even provides a basic motto for American democracy, when 
confronted with dissent: "Go in peace, I leave you your life, but I leave it to you worse 
than death,,62 
Many commentators on America spoke to the tyranny of the majority, either 
independently of Tocqueville or in direct reference to the Frenchman. In contrast to 
Tocqueville's inexorable majority, Madison saw a majority constantly in flux. Different 
58 Ibid .. 231-232. 
59 Mancini, Alexis de Tocqueville. 48. 
60 Tocqueville, Democracy, 409-10. 
61 Michael A. Ledeen, Tocqueville on American Character: Why Tocqueville 's Brilliant 
Exploration O/The American Spirit IsAs Vital And Important Today As It Was Nearly Two Hundred Years 
Ago (New York: Truman Talley BooksiSt. Martin's Griffin, 2(00), 61. 
62 Tocqu",~ne. Democracy. 245. 
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groups would perpetually vie for power, for "[a]s long as the reason of man continues 
fallible, and he is at liberty to exercise it, different opinions will be formed. ,,63 In order to 
become despotic, a majority would have to be long-lasting, and to do this it would have 
to be so inoffensive so as not to upset minority groups64 While he and other Founders 
did grant this possibility, they were confident in Constitutional safeguards, which would 
maintain the rights of all. 
John Stuart Mill offered an early critique of Tocqueville's fear of the tyranny of 
the majority. Mill argued that democratic societies could prevent the emergence of 
tyranny by holding true to the ideals of democracy, or in Mill's words, "the right idea of 
democracy." Mill placed much more faith in the intellectual elites than Tocqueville. The 
Frenchman noted the seeming lack of intellectuals and members of the upper class in 
America, and he attributed this to the character of democracy. Democracy breeds 
individualism, which breeds isolation; able to conduct their lives independently from the 
community, elites separate themselves and avoid politics. In contrast, Mill imagines that 
the most learned would take the most active places in government. They would serve 
justly because their intelligence makes them rational and impartiaL 65 
In his Jhe American Commonwealth, James Bryce also addresses Tocqueville's 
characterization of the tyranny of the majority, and he finds some fault with the 
Frenchman's argument. Bryce had traveled the United States many times in the 1870s 
and 1880s, and his monumental work was as widely celebrated as the Frenchman's tome 
had been fifty years earlier, in many minds even taking the place of Democracy as the 
preeminent work on America. Of Tocqueville's European impact, Bryce writes, 
63 Hamilton, et aI., The Federalist Papers, 78. 
64 TocqueviUe, Democracy, 245. 
65 From "Editors' Introduction" in Ibid., xxviii-xxix. 
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Since Tocqueville dilated upon this as the capital fault of the American 
government and people, Europeans, already prepared to expect to find the tyranny 
of the majority a characteristic sin of democratic nations, have been accustomed 
to think of the United States as disgraced by it, and on the strength of this instance 
have predicted it as a necessary result of the growth of democracy in the Old 
World66 
As for his own views, Bryce sees the problem of tyranny not in "the active coercion of 
the majority" but rather in "that tendency of the minority to acquiescence. ,,67 He 
famously terms this "the fatalism of the multitude." Bryce claims that in a democratic 
society of mass equality, everyone submits to the majority. Minorities do not fade away 
gracefully, though, Bryce says. "Men do not at once abandon their views because they 
have been outvoted; ... they hope to prevail, and often do prevail in a subsequent trial of 
strength. ,,68 Bryce echoes Tocqueville here, proposing that the minority accepts the 
majority's power now because one day the minority might become the majority and 
assume control. 
Bryce notes that over time the ability to unseat the majority becomes harder as 
people resign themselves to its rule. "A conscientious citizen feels that he ought to obey 
the determination of the majority, and naturally prefers to think that which he obeys to be 
right. ,,69 And if the majority is right, why remove it from power? After a time, the 
minority fears being left out, holding the wrong opinion, and ultimately joins the 
majority. "It may rather seem to soften and make less odious such an exercise of power," 
because in the end the minority is submitting of its own accord. Bryce concludes, 
In the fatalism of the multitude there is neither legal nor moral compulsion; there 
is merely a loss of resisting power, a diminished sense of personal responsibility, 
66 James Bryce, The American Commonwealth, vol. 2, 3'd ed. (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1907), 336. 
67 Ibid .. 341. 
68 Ibid., 347. 
69 Ibid .. 347. 
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and of the duty to battle for one's own opinions, such as has been bred in some 
peoples by the belief in an overmastering fate. 70 
That said, Bryce does not find such fatalism in the United States in his time nor 
does he guarantee its appearance at some later date. He cites American individualism 
and the balancing power oflocal government as two major impediments. He also asserts 
that the Constitution 
... was intended to protect not only the States against the central government, not 
only each branch of the government against the other branches, but the people 
against themselves, that is to say, the people as a whole against the impulses of a 
• •• 71 transient maJonty. 
But there are factors that facilitate fatalism as well. Primarily, it is "the intense faith 
which the Americans have in the soundness of their institutions, and in the future of their 
country" that leads to acquiescence. With such a faith in the country and its government; 
submission comes naturally. To oppose the ruling power (that is, the majority) is to 
oppose destiny, and who will stand against destiny? 72 
Bryce seems to see his description of the tyranny of the majority differently than 
Tocqueville's, but such criticism is nitpicky. TOCQueville recognized that the minority 
would yield to the majority, just as Bryce did. Bryce simply took the argument farther by 
saying that sustained capitulation would eventually make a shift in power less likely. 
Tocqueville would have certainly agreed to this. Tocqueville's majority controlled policy 
as well as opinion, and without the right to dissent, a minority cannot hope to change its 
position. In addition, possibility for apathy within the minority grows as its ability to 
take part in the government shrinks; members of the minority stop caring about that 
70 Ibid .. 349. 
71 Bryce, The American Commonwealth, vol. I, 3'" ed. (New York: The Maemillan Company. 
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which they have no hope of influencing (i.e., the majority's administration and 
consequently politics and governance altogether). The majority can then consolidate 
power further, and centralization rears its head once more. Overall, both men's 
minorities consent to the majority's rule and fall victim to the latter's authority after the 
environment of discussion turns against disagreement Bryce simply emphasized the 
minority's role in tyranny and renamed the condition. 
It is worth noting here a fundamental difference 'between Bryce's work and 
Tocqueville's. From the outset, Bryce recognized the possibility for comparisons 
between him and Tocqueville and addressed them openly. "The book which it might 
seem natural for me to take as a model is the Democracy in America of Alexis de 
Tocqueville," he writes. 
It would indeed, apart from the danger of provoking a comparison with such an 
admirable master of style, have been an interesting and useful task to tread in his 
steps, and seek to do for the United States of 1888, with the sixty millions of 
people, what he did for the fifteen millions in 183273 
However, Bryce's purpose for writing differed from that of Tocqueville. Bryce aimed 
"to paint the institutions and people of America as they are.,,74 He was not concerned 
with democracy and its applications but rather America itself His audience would learn 
about America, not from America. 
The Problems of Equality 
In democracy, Tocqueville saw the potential for despotism unlike any oppression 
seen before. To Americans equality was the dearest of all values, and they preferred to 
73 Bryce, The American Commonwealth, voL L 3-4. 
74 Ibid., 4. 
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maintain it over all else, including individual liberty. They would submit readily to 
centralization and absolute majority rule in order to preserve their equality. Tocqueville 
did not directly observe this in America in the 1830s; instead he pointed out this among 
democracy's other potential defects in order to prepare France. Because he wanted his 
country to have a minimally flawed system - and not because he innately feared rule by 
the masses - Tocqueville found the mistakes in democracy in order to correct them. 
As previously noted, Tocqueville suspects that democracy could lead to tyranny. 
This tyranny "would resemble paternal power," he writes, 
if, like it, it had for its object to prepare men for manhood; but on the contrary, it 
seeks only to keep them fixed irrevocably in childhood; it likes citizens to enjoy 
themselves provided that they think only of enjoying themselves .... [I]t provides 
for their security, foresees and secures their needs, facilitates their pleasures, 
conducts their principle affairs.... [ejan it not take away from them entirely the 
trouble of thinking and the pain of living? 75 
These predictions are based on his steadfast belief that "it is easier to establish an 
absolute and despotic government in a people where conditions are equal than in any 
other.,,76 Equality is a dualistic beast for Tocqueville, who sees it as the inevitable result 
of history and simultaneously as the smoothest route to despotism, albeit a kinder, gentler 
tyranny that satisfies needs but deprives citizens of basic liberty. 
Ideally, each citizen will respect the rights of others, ensuring equality for all. 
Tocqueville writes that "with none differing from those like him, no one will be able to 
exercise a tyrannical power. ... " With universal equality, each will have complete 
freedom, and because each is completely free, all will be equal. "This is the ideal toward 
which democratic peoples tend," he states77 Tocqueville believes that this ideal is 
75 Tocqueville, Democracy, 663. 
76 Ibid., 666. 
77 Ibid .. 479. 
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possible, for in America Tocqueville sees the first complete application in world history 
of the ancient virtue of equality. 
"Classical democracy" (i.e., the styles of democracy in ancient Greece and Rome) 
relied on "the possibilities latent in reliance upon self-interest" and "the paramount role 
ofvirtue.,,78 In short, it predicated itself upon enlightened self-interest, a feeling that 
would be natural and desirable for all people. Added to this classical model is Christian 
morality, summarized sufficiently by James T. Kloppenberg, who writes of "universal 
benevolence as the ideal of Christian ethical doctrine,,79 
The Declaration ofIndependence incorporates these classical and Christian 
concepts: "we hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal. ... " 
Tocqueville believes that this fundamental equality in America is a sizeable boon, and in 
volume two states, "the great advantage of the Americans is to have arrived at democracy 
without having to suffer democratic revolutions, and to be born equal instead of 
becoming SO.,,80 He is here conceding that democracy will be harder to implement in 
France, which has a history of aristocracy and inequality. But Lynn Marshall and 
Seymour Drescher note, "Tocqueville explicitly constructed the Democracy against the 
background of a more general process of social evolution in Western civilization toward 
ever greater equality of conditions. ,,81 He understood that what was happening in 
" Zetterbamn, Tocqueville and the Problem of Democracy. 48. 
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America would happen elsewhere, too, given enough time. Democracy would come with 
more difficulty in France, but it would come. 
Tocqueville found Americans to be generally more educated than in Europe; that 
is, even though the most erudite of society might rank lower than those in Europe, the 
popular level of education is higher in the United States. This education has facilitated 
the acceptance of universal equality in America.82 Equality leads to self-reliance and 
individual pursuits of education, letting each man find the truth for himself; under this 
premise, if all are equal, then no one else's opinion is any better than one's own. In this 
way, the rights of both the majority and the minority (or minorities) are protected. All 
people are equal, so their opinions must be of equal value as well. 
According to Tocqueville, equality can result in a harmonious society. But it can 
also lead to tyranny. Equality is the ultimate value in society, and Americans will 
preserve it at the expense of all other concerns, even liberty: "they want equality in 
freedom, and, if they cannot get it, they still want it in slavery. They will tolerate 
poverty, enslavement, barbarism, but they will not tolerate aristocracy.,,83 The quest for 
equality will prompt people either to raise all people up collectively or to reduce all 
people collectively. As not all have the ability for greatness - while believing in 
universal equality, Tocqueville still sees some human qualities as divinely endowed and 
thus inherently unequal, such as intellect84 - it is simpler to lower the status of all. 
People have little concern with losing liberty in favor of equality: whereas only a few 
gain from liberty (because it depends on individual effort), everyone gains similarly from 
82 Zetterbaum, Tocqueville and the Problem o/Democracy, 47-48. 
83 Tocqueville, Democracy, 482. 
84 Ibid .. 51. 
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equality.85 Development and intellectual progress are thereby impeded, since no man 
will (or can) elevate himself. Tocqueville writes in a draft of Democracy, "In a society of 
barbarians equal among themselves, the attention of each man is equally absorbed by the 
first needs and the grossest interests of life, so the idea of intellectual progress can only 
with difficulty occur to the mind of any of them. ,,86 
Despotic centralization can also arise from equality. In his essay "The Illiberal 
Tocqueville," Edward C. Banfield summarizes Tocqueville's progression from equality 
to such centralization. The movement toward equality is constant, and with equality 
comes individualism, which "saps the virtues of both public and private life" by 
separating men from each other. Men develop materialist and consumerist tastes, driving 
them farther into private business interests. The subsequent "growth of commerce and 
manufacturing" causes the government to build and improve infrastructure to facilitate 
industrialization; to do so the government centralizes power, which is helped by the 
demand for equality of conditions. Ultimately the centralized government has enough 
control to "administer strict and uniform regulations" that "reach into every detail of 
everyone's Iife,,87 
When hearing this prediction, the modem American might find similarities 
between Tocqueville's concerns and the current state of America. The federal 
government has certainly expanded its power beyond anything that Tocqueville 
witnessed. A government with such central control and omnipresent power was 
unthinkable. Even though France featured a centralized system, pre- and early-Industrial 
" Zettcrbaum, Tocqueville and the Problem o/Democracy. 70. 
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France never had the absolute, tangible power to influence individuals' lives constantly 
and consistently. 
But with drastic advancements in communication, infrastructure, and 
transportations apparatuses, the modern central government of the United States - and of 
other Western democracies such as those found in Europe - may impose itself in the 
daily lives of its citizens, and most often the people allow the government to do so. 
Taxes, the Post Office, education projects and funding (at the primary, secondary, and 
university levels), Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid, the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation, and the Patriot Act and other post-September 11 th initiatives are a few of the 
ways that the national government impacts the regular business of life. Yet while the 
government does have the ability to "administer .. regulations" that "reach into ... 
everyone's life," it would be a bit dramatic to suggest that those regulations are "strict 
and uniform" - as Tocqueville intended, that is, that government action would create 
mass conformity - or that they touch "every detail." Instead, the expanded central 
government has come with the general acceptance of all, growing out of national need 
rather than arbitrary thirst for control. In addition, there still exist formal (states' rights, 
the power of the appointed judiciary) and informal (geographic mobility and separation) 
checks on the national government's power, just as there did in Tocqueville's time. 
Tocqueville describes another path to despotism via equality, which directly 
relates to the tyranny of the majority. All people being equal, the individual judgment of 
each person must have some merit. Persons who share values will join together to 
increase the influence of their ideas. Once this organization grows to become the largest 
segment of the population, its notions are accepted as the majority, and it then gains 
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power. Because the majority always seeks the greatest good for the greatest number (i.e., 
itself), minority individuals do not question its policies and actions; if it benefits as many 
people as possible, it must be good. While on the one hand, equality leads to the 
conclusion that "men, being so like each other, have no confidence in others," equality 
can also "lead them to place almost unlimited confidence in the judgment of the public. 
For they think it not unreasonable that, all having the same means of knowledge, truth 
will be found on the side of the majority"S8 
Yet, the American people have no trouble yielding to the majority. As it acts in 
the name of the greatest good for the greatest number, the majority is rarely questioned. 
People submit to it as they submit to the king in France, claiming it can never fail and 
investing their lives into its persistence89 There arises almost a Divine Right of the 
Majority, which frightens TOCQueville most of all. This awesome power is reserved for 
G-d alone, for "only G-d ... can be omnipotent without danger, because his wisdom and 
justice are always equal to his power,,90 With this power, the majority can reign over all 
facets of society, and the populace ensures this extension by failing to question its 
legitimacy. 
Here one must note a continuing critique ofTocqueville's description of the 
majority. To him it is a constant entity, fixed and perpetually working toward the same 
goals, ever furthering its moral authority and political power. "In his mind," writes 
Schleifer, "the majority usually involved no tangible and temporary interests, but basic 
attitudes of social consensus or public opinion." But are not all nations subject to the 
8K Quoted in Laurd Janara, Democracy Growing Up: Authority, Autonomy, and Passion in 
Tocquevil/e's Democracy in America (Albany: Slale University of New York Press, 2002), 134. 
89 Comparison to French monarch from Tocqueville, Democracy, 237. 
90 Ibid., 241. 
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desires of public opinion?" Precisely, Tocqueville would argue, using revolutionary 
France as his example. The majority of people was unhappy with its status and revolted, 
assuming power and maintaining its powerbase by continuously appealing to its 
constituents - at least until Napoleon rose to power and overthrew the remnants of the 
depleted republican state. 
Tocqueville though failed to recognize the constant shifts in American political 
life that would counter his characterization of the majority. The presidential election of 
1800 caused a peaceful hand-over of power from the ruling political party - the 
Federalists, the only group that had led the executive branch since America's birth - to 
the victorious challenger, Thomas Jefferson and his Democratic-Republicans. The 
majority obviously changed character at this time, replacing a party that favored national 
centralization and urban life with a party that believed in rural, self-sustaining 
communities. The presidency would switch partisan hands more times before 
Tocqueville visited America and often thereafter. 
The idea of a monolithic majority would be challenged by many American events 
coeval of Tocqueville. The election of 1824 was hotly contested among four major 
candidates - evidencing a hardly unified "majority" - and was the first in American 
history to be so close that it was decided by the House of Representatives. Abolitionism 
developed strongly in the 1830s, bringing many to question the condoned institution of 
slavery when western Europe had done away with the system. In 1832, South Carolina 
proclaimed its Ordinance of Nullification against a new federal tariff that the state 
believed would hurt its and other Southern states' economies at the advantage of the 
manufacturing-heavy North. Openly declaring its disapproval by attempting to nullify 
91 Schleifer, The Making ofTocquevilie 's Democracy in America, 217-18. 
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the tariff, South Carolina spoke for an increasingly isolated South, and this conflict was 
one of many that would cumulatively give rise to the Civil War. 
But the dissolution of a solid, perpetual majority does not invalidate Tocqueville's 
arguments. In fact, strong majorities have appeared at times throughout American 
history. Franklin Roosevelt was elected four consecutive times in the 1930s and 1940s, 
and his vice-president, Harry Truman, won the next term after Roosevelt's final one 
expired. Lyndon Johnson won nine times the electoral votes that Barry Goldwater did in 
1964, and in 1972 Richard Nixon won over thirty times as many electoral votes as his 
challenger, Democrat George McGovern. Ronald Reagan similarly dominated his rival 
Walter Mondale in 198492 
Pluralities of interest are characteristic of all democratic systems in use today, and 
this diversity existed in Tocqueville's time. However, he presents a rather one-
dimensional view of American politics, lumping the masses together in order to create his 
monolithic, oppressive majority. Did Tocqueville really see no broad differences in 
opinion across the American political spectrum? This is dubious. One must remember 
that describing all aspects of American society was not Tocqueville' s purpose. He 
needed a workable strategy for France - one as free of dangers and weaknesses as 
possible. Tocqueville ignored the practical realities of American political life in favor of 
the theoretical potentialities of democracy, for example the possibility of a majority 
ascending to power and tum that power into despotism. Drawing from recent French 
history, Tocqueville knew how powerful a mass of people could be, physically, 
psychologically, and politically. In Democracy he warned his countrymen what 
92 "Presidential Elections. 1789-2000," n.d., <http://www.infoplease.com/ipaJA0781450.html> (26 
April 2004). 
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democratic rule by the masses could accomplish, i.e., despotism. It was not that this 
conclusion was probable, only that it was possible. And Tocqueville strove to address 
and resolve as many possibilities as he could. 
The Advantages of Geographic Isolation and Decentralization 
While finding potential flaws in democracy, Tocqueville also points to benefits in 
the American system that check the majority's power. Tocqueville enjoys America's 
decentralization because it limits the extent of any abuses of power. The Frenchman sees 
great possibilities for a decentralized system in his country, which seems prone to 
centralized governments. Tocqueville cared enough for France to ignore any aristocratic 
yens to centralize power and instead proposed spreading authority out across the country 
to protect against democracy's possible excesses. 
A great benefit to the United States is its relative geographic isolation, which 
allowed it to develop unfettered by foreign conflict or manipulation. Americans could 
concentrate on the evolution of their democracy on their own terms and within their own 
timetable. It becomes difficult to work out the imperfections in a system when the 
country is threatened by attack, as had been the case during the development of nation-
states in Europe. 
According to Tocqueville, America's loose centralization - multiple states 
fragmented society, the national capital was not centrally located, and the sheer size of 
the (still-growing) nation made omnipresence difficult - makes absolute tyranny rather 
impossible. No matter how oppressive laws are, their execution is imperfect, due mainly 
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to a reliance on local agents who are not dependent on the national government, owing 
primary allegiance to the state and smaller governments. 
The massive expanse of America is also beneficial, for it makes centralization 
hard. In the federal system, government operates at even the most local of levels. 
American democracy affords the opportunity for direct interaction with the political 
process, a feature that tends to draw people away from absolute individualism, which will 
be discussed in more detail later. People can easily isolate themselves when governance 
is impersonal and distant, but local government compels people to act. Tocqueville 
termed this sacrifice (of complete individualism for the sake of the greater good) "self-
interest well understood,,,93 and he observed it to be the simplest and most natural way 
for Americans to eschew extreme individualism. 
While in America, Tocqueville's great source on the subject of centralization was 
The Federalist. Tocqueville first acquired a copy of The Federalist in December 1831 
while in the United States. It is interesting to note that Tocqueville did not mention The 
Federalist, "Publius" (the collective nom de plume of The Federalist's authors), or any 
specific Federalist writers in the body proper of Democracy; he did, however, cite the 
work in his footnotes. In 1840, this absence of any direct in-text mention prompted 
Justice Joseph Story to accuse Tocqueville of plagiarizing The Federalist and his own 
work, Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States. The allegation was 
dismissed due to Tocqueville's widespread references to the works and their authors in 
his notes. Justice Story's case was also weakened when one considers that many of the 
93 Tocqueville, Democracv. 500. 
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issues raised in both books were fairly commonplace and well-known during the time of 
Tocqueville's travels, and he "could hardly avoid absorbing them,,94 
In Federalist Number 17, Alexander Hamilton writes that the states held the 
ultimate power in America, because people are more inclined to favor a government 
closer to them; Hamilton therefore argued for a strong central government in order to 
maintain the Union. James Madison also felt that the states had more power than the 
national government, and he could see the federal system of the Constitution giving way 
to a confederacy ofloosely united states, which would eventual break apart. Tocqueville 
believed similarly, that the people would support the more local governments. 95 
But there were other American opinions with which Tocqueville was familiar. 
Thomas Sergeant, author of Constitutional Law: Being a View of Practice and 
Jurisdiction of the Courts of the United States and of the Constitutional Points Decided, 
pointed to federal court decisions and inherent powers in the Constitution to show that the 
potential for a strong federal government was great, although a general timidity of the 
national government limited its power, reiterating a point made by Joseph Blunt in his 
book A Historical Sketch o/the Formation of the Con/ederacy96 
Thomas Jefferson disagreed with Hamilton and Madison that the states had more 
power and with Sergeant and Blunt that the national government lost its power through 
timid action. Jefferson cites expanded interpretations of Congress's power to regulate 
commerce and the general welfare clause as evidence that the national government was 
holding onto its power and even increasing it97 
94 Schleifer, The Making ofTocqueville's Democracy in America. 98-99. 
95 Ibid., 92-93, IOJ, 104. Also Hamilton, et al., The Federalist Papers, 118-22, 294-300. 
96 Schleifer, The Making ofTocqueville 's Democracy in America, 106-07. 
97 Ibid., 108-09. 
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Tocqueville was concerned with decentralization because of its implications for 
France. France featured a centralized national government, which Tocqueville found to 
be necessary in a country surrounded by potential threats. If he wanted to transplant 
democracy to France, would he have to bring along the facets of the American style, e.g., 
decentralization? While he was frustrated by the "appearance of nongovernment [i.e., an 
absence of national government]" in America., 98 he did see great merits in 
decentralization, most significantly as a counter to the dangers of democracy. In his 
mind, administrative centralization could lead to a "tyranny of bureaucracy," in which 
individuals hand over their decision-making capacities to the central government. 
Liberty falls to despotism. Tocqueville thus appreciates the weak national government in 
America, concluding, "the greatest merit of the government of the United States is that it 
is powerless and passive. In the actual state of things, in order to prosper America has no 
need of skillful direction, profound designs, or great efforts. But need of liberty and more 
liberty [sic]. It is to nobody's interest to abuse it. ,,99 
Ironically, Tocqueville warned that tyranny was most possible at the local level. 
He saw weak state constitutions and excesses of democratic freedoms there. When the 
government is closer to the citizens, it is more responsive to their needs, but it also more 
subject to their passions. At the state and local levels, tyranny of the majority was always 
lurking. 
Tocqueville never addresses this seeming contradiction, and the reader is 
prompted to ask why not? James Schleifer offers a few possible explanations. 
Tocqueville observed more positive situations at the local level than negative ones; on a 
98 Ibid .. 122. 
99 Quoted in Ibid., 128. Emphasis in original. 
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theoretical plane he feared local tyranny, but he never really witnessed it. Ultimately, 
though, the issue comes back to the fundamental purpose of Democracy: to find remedies 
for France. He pushed for decentralization and had to combat those who saw 
partisanship as too strong in local areas; hence, he emphasized the many benefits of 
strong local and state governments. He must counter the ostensible tendency toward 
centralization in France by extolling the positives of decentralization. 
Marvin Zetterbaum attributes Tocqueville' s contradictions to his overwhelming 
desire to have his ideas accepted and implemented in France. Tocqueville therefore put 
forth as much support as possible to advance the idea that democracy should be adopted, 
regardless of the contradictions, which he knew were present. To Tocqueville, it was the 
ends that mattered, and he would promote any hypothesis as long as the end result was 
just. 100 For example, this is why Tocqueville allows for the propagation of national 
myths: these parables reinforce the common humanity of the citizenry, ensuring equality 
and democracy. It did not matter whether they were true or not; the fact that they united 
. . h" h' 101 cItIzens was enoug .or 1m. 
A basic knowledge of Tocqueville would negate such a characterization. 
Zetterbaum's Tocqueville seems unscrupulous, ready to submit any means as long as the 
right ends are accomplished. This is certainly false. Tocqueville wanted social stability 
for France, and he wanted democracy to be the new system to produce it. Nothing else 
was appropriate to him. To Tocqueville the means are just as vital as the ends; for 
instance, he would not approve of more despotic governments, even if they begat 
stability. This is why he envied the origins of the United States: the Americans instituted 
100 Zetterbaum. Tocquevil/e and the Problem of Demncracy, 16-17, 19. 
101 Ibid .. 155. 
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democracy without much controversy because, as previously noted, they were "born 
I . d fb . ,,102 equa mstea 0 ecommg so. 
Later on, Zetterbaum states that the contradictions also result from the need to 
appeal to many different groups within France, which is a much more convincing 
argument. Tocqueville portrays himself as a "scientific observer," thereby an objective 
and reasonable source for both democrats and aristocrats. " ... [A]ristocrats constituted an 
important segment of his audience. Intent upon winning them over to the cause of 
perfecting democracy, Tocqueville reveals his true feelings somewhat obliquely ,,103 
Tocqueville pulled his personality out of the democracy-aristocracy argument by 
accrediting the movement toward democracy and equality to Providence. In making 
democracy the will of the divine instead of merely his own preferred ideology, 
Tocqueville maintained his objective, non-partisan status and still advanced his point 104 
The Judiciary 
Tocqueville's fear of majority-led tyranny caused him to find institutional 
protections against it. One safeguard originated in the courts. Lawyers, judges, and 
juries all play integral roles in educating citizens and curbing the potential excesses of 
democracy. Tocqueville thereby found democratic solutions to democracy's problems, 
illustrating his commitment to this system rather than to an aristocratic past. 
Tocqueville writes that "the authority ... given to lawyers and the influence that 
they have ... in the government form the most powerful barrier today against the lapses of 
102 See page 32 of this paper. 
103 Zetterbaum, Tocquevi/le and the Problem of Democracy, 25. 
104 Ibid .. 20. 
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democracy." 105 They are a privileged class, being the only ones who can interpret the 
law for the common man. These aristocratic echoes explain why lawyers love order and 
authority, which preserve their place in society. As protectors of the masses against 
tyranny and at the same time members of their own elite class (which helps smooth 
relations with the rich and the nobles, vestiges of the old English colonies), they form a 
bridge between levels of society, facilitating communication, or at least preventing 
destructive struggles between the two. Granted, this role is at base selfish, but its 
assistance to societal stability benefits the nation at large (falling perfectly in line with the 
American ideal of enlightened self-interest, which will be discussed later).l06 
Judges playa key role in tempering the majority, too. While popular elections 
govern who controlled legislatures and executive offices, federal judges hold 
appointments for life, which could only be rescinded upon death or impeachment. 
Therefore, these men are not easily swayed by the whims of the majority. Concern for 
reelection keeps other officials constantly dependent on the masses, but without this 
reliance the judiciary is free to interpret the law as they see fit. Though the majority may 
act improperly due to its own passions, the courts, so long as they remain independent, 
should maintain American democracy. 
Tocqueville apparently had little experience with local judges, who hold elected 
positions. Only at the federal level are all judges appointed. It seems that Tocqueville 
105 Tocqueville, Democracy, 251. 
106 It is also because of this role as trusted ally of all people that lawyers manage to occupy many 
public offices in America In fact, 25 out of the 42 presidents in America's history have been lawyers. 
helped by both their understanding oflaw (separating them from the laymen) and their shared admiration 
by all classes of society. (Statistic courtesy of ask.yahoo.com, "How many U.S. presidents were also 
lawyers?" 15 February 2001, <http://ask.yahoo.comJask/20010215.html> [19 March 2003].) 
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would worry more about the judicial branch's objectivity if he considered all of the 
branch's many forms. 
In addition to judges, Tocqueville presents juries as fundamental to the protection 
against the tyranny of the majority. The jury is both a judicial and political institution: it 
decides verdicts and affects policy in both the political and civil arenas. Tocqueville, in 
an intriguing reinterpretation of duties, places the power of execution of laws with the 
jury (versus the traditional role of the executive branch of the federal government). 
According to him, the body that judges the criminal has the power in society, and this 
body's interpretation of the law guides its implementation in the society as a whole. 
Tocqueville additionally sees the jury as a school, teaching citizens their rights and 
fostering the ideals of cooperation and equality of all. 107 Such an education of rights and 
responsibilities empowers each citizen to fight tyranny, using the court as a means and a 
guide. 
Here the reader discovers another contradiction of Democracy. As stated, 
T ocqueville praised the jury as a bamer to tyranny. However Tocqueville noted many 
times the failings of local governance due to its proximity to the masses, i.e., public 
opinion. In his notes Tocqueville recorded many anecdotes describing the egregious 
effect of public opinion on juries. One American plainly told Tocqueville, "The jurors 
know about the matter before it is argued. It is judged before it is heard and judged in a 
tavern." Another informant, a Mr. Cruse, related a tale from the War of 1812 in which a 
107 Tocqueville writes, "It teaches men the practice of equity. Each, in judging his neighbor. 
thinks that he could be judged in his turn." Again the idea of mutual respect and understanding of mass 
equality factor into American democracy. (focqueville, Democracy, 262.) 
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jury acquitted a mob which had beaten an antiwar journalist and his friends, even killing 
one in the group. 10" 
The problem of tyranny is found within the judiciary, too. Lawyers frequently 
enter into public office, which places them among the majority; rather than fight for the 
people, they attempt to win the people to their side, ensuring them that the majority is 
best for society. Juries can only instruct citizens so far, as they are guided by judges who 
are either directly elected by the people (and thus subject to the whims of the majority, 
should the magistrates want to be reelected) or appointed by the executive and approved 
by the legislature (who are also dependent on the majority for reelection, making judges 
at least indirectly influenced by the masses). But, nevertheless, Tocqueville believed in 
the ability of the institutions and functions of the judiciary to temper the tyranny of the 
majority. 
Associations and the Press 
While not official government institutions like the courts, the freedoms of the 
press and of association play pivotal roles in the political process, further checking the 
tyranny of the majority. Associations allow like-minded people to organize and counter 
the majority, and the press gives these groups outlets for their opinions. Contrary to any 
aristocratic sensibilities, Tocqueville openly promoted the freedom of the press and the 
freedom to form associations. Tocqueville has again remained within democracy to find 
remedies for its own faults 
For the Founding Fathers, the Declaration ofIndependence and the Constitution 
were two steps in a progression; the Constitution was the formal correction of the 
108 Schleifer, The Making o[TocquevilJe's Democracy in America, 212-13. 
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unchecked democracy inherent in the Declaration. 109 Gordon Wood makes this argument 
in The Creation of the American Republic. Commenting on Wood's book, John Howe 
writes that "Wood explains how that dissenting tradition [of Anglo-Americans 1 was 
transformed during the years following Independence into a distinctive American 
republican ideology" In ten years, the Founders took their "original, utopian formulation 
of 1776-1778" and created "the quite different federalist republicanism." 110 The 
Declaration of Independence outlines the fundamentals of democracy, delineating natural 
rights ("life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness") that could not be violated. It was the 
Constitution's job to take this theory and create political and institutional agencies and 
laws to guarantee their inviolability. In Federalist Number 10, Madison succinctly 
deems this "a republican remedy for the diseases most incident to republican 
government. ,,111 The Declaration contained the problems; the Constitution was the 
solution. 
The Founders aimed to alter popular government so that the majority would be 
incapable of making bad or pernicious decisions. These men were comfortable with 
majority rule, as long as the majority was national in nature; but being comfortable with 
something's existence is not the same as condoning its unrestricted scope. In order to 
check a majority's power - that is, to secure the full rights of minorities - the Founders 
created such institutions as the aforementioned jury. But Tocqueville admired the private 
institutions that formed, which were permitted by the Constitution but not established by 
109 This argument is made more fully in Martin Diamond, "Democracy and the Federalist: A 
Reconsideration of the Framers' Intent," The American Political Science Review, vol. 53, no. I (Mar .. 
1959): 52-68. 
110 John Howe, "Gordon S. Wood and the Analysis of Political Culture io the American 
Revolutionary Era," The William and Mary Quarterly, 3'" ser., vol. 44, no. 3, The Constitution of tile 
United Slates (Jul. 1987): 569-70. 
III Quoted io Diamond, "Democracy and the Federalist," 53. 
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the government itself. The Frenchman enjoyed American associations and the freedom 
of the press, both guaranteed by the First Amendment ofthe Constitution. 
The right to form associations lets like-minded individuals organize and let their 
voices be heard. It is quite the daunting task for one person to face a majority, so 
associations give people who are not in power the stronger ability to oppose openly the 
current state of affairs. Organizing val idates minority opinions by showing that many 
people, albeit not a majority, feel strongly about an issue. Tocqueville thought highly of 
American associations because they admit to speaking for a minority interest; European 
associations almost always claim to represent the majority opinion, even though often 
they do no! Associations work because anyone with any opinion can form or join one. 
Fundamentally they respect the rights other associations, especially the majority, because 
anyone of these groups could be in control some day, as previously mentioned. 
The press, also protected by the First Amendment, parallels the concept of 
associations by both curtailing individualism and speaking out against the majority 
"Enlightenment like power is disseminated in all parts of this vast region," notes 
Tocqueville,112 and the press facilitates this better than anything else, particularly in the 
1830s when mass communication remained limited. Whether providing straight news, 
political agendas, announcements of gatherings, or some combination thereof, 
newspapers connect people across the country. Often they work in conjunction with 
associations, serving as the written compliments of the groups' voiced concerns. 
Censorship is contrary to egalitarian democracy, so the majority recognizes the right of 
the press and organizations to express the full range of their opinions, even when 
unfriendly to the majority. 
112 Tocquevi11e, Democracy, 176. 
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Individualism and Self-Interest Well Understood l13 
Tocqueville was unsure about the emphasis on individualism in American society. 
Individualism has the tendency to pull people away from civic life, which would allow a 
majority to gain supremacy without significant challenges. But Tocqueville once more 
allows democracy to find its own solution to individualism. This comes in the form of 
self-interest well understood, which means that people realize the mutually beneficial 
connection between their interests and the common good. Tocqueville's aristocratic 
background might have precluded his ability to trust democrats to lift their sights to the 
greater good, but Tocqueville's observations in America showed that individuals will not 
remove themselves from society completely. The people's mores ultimately compel 
them into public service. 
Tocqueville is generally considered to be one of the first to differentiate between 
individualism and egoism, i.e. selfishness; it was the translation of Democracy that 
introduced the term into the English language. 114 He defines "individualism" as 
a reflective and peaceable sentiment that disposes each citizen to isolate himself 
from the mass of those like him and to withdraw to one side with his family and 
his friends, so that after having this created a little society for his own use, he 
willingly abandons society at large to itself. 115 
With help of Ralph Waldo Emerson, the term became positive in English, connoting 
"extensive political and economic freedoms," "self-reliance," and "individual 
113 TIlls Tocquevillian concept has been translated many different ways. Democracy's first 
translator, Henry Reeve, referred to "interest rightly understood." Many writers on Tocqueville since then 
have used either that construction or some variation thereof, most often adding "self' to the phrase (i.e .. 
"self-interest rightly understood"). "Self-interest well understood" is the term employed by Mansfield and 
Winthrop, who edited and translated the version of Democracy most studied and quoted for this paper, and 
therefore their translation is used. 
114 Schleifer, The Making ofTocqueville 's Democracy in America, 245. 
m Tocqueville, Democracy, 482. 
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independence.,,1I6 Tocqueville, however, found individualism to be "an erroneous 
judgment," different than "a depraved sentiment" like egoism, but still a consequence of 
"defects of the mind as much as ... vices of the heart.,,117 
Even as he brands the American public with a "herd mentality" in the political 
and social spheres, Tocqueville simultaneously critiques Americans for their exuberant 
individualism. 118 Americans in Tocqueville's time appear relatively unattached to 
anything, aside from themselves and their own ambitions. With individualism, people 
gain enough wealth and power to rule their own lives, leading them to expect nothing 
from others (with the intention that no one would expect anything of them, either). 
Europeans prided themselves on their history and deep roots; people often lived on the 
same land as their forefathers, with property ownership going back numerous 
generations. The United States was too young for nostalgia and pride-of-place in the 
1830s, and accordingly they held few specific bonds to either land or a community, much 
less to an extensive past. It was widely acceptable for people to move away from their 
home communities, to establish a life in a new place, whether for occupational reasons or 
by sheer fancy. Affiliations existed only as long as people cared to be bothered by them. 
One of Tocqueville's concerns regarding individualism was its capacity to bring 
tyranny. With citizens focused on only their own personal affairs, a majority group could 
attain power, resulting in centralization and despotism. The author had trouble 
reconciling his antipathy for individualism with his high esteem for liberty. 
Individualism was unmitigated personal liberty, and he felt that one of the purposes of 
116 Schleifer, The Making ofTocqueville 's Democracy in America, 245. Also Robert N. Bellah. 
"The Quest for Self: IndividnaJism, Morality, Politics," in Interpreting Tocqueville 's Democracy in 
America, ed. Ken Masngi (Savage, MO: Rowman and Littlefield Publisbers, Inc., \99\), 33\-32. 
117 Tocqueville, Democracy, 482. 
118 See page 3\-36 of this paper for discussion of eqnaJity and tyranny. 
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democratic society was to ensure that liberty. In order to reach conclusions on 
individualism and liberty, Tocqueville introduced a new idea to his work, which, while 
not exclusive to him, was certainly made more famous by him; Tocqueville termed this 
idea "self-interest well understood." 
According to Tocqueville, for democracy to succeed, private interests, which 
cannot and will not be effaced from human nature, must be connected to public interests, 
i.e. the common good. This junction is self-interest well understood. Zetterbaum refers 
to this as "an enlightened regard for one's own material welfare, and the intelligent 
pursuit of it," which brings individuals out of their isolation and into concert with 
others. 119 Individuals are asked to push immediate self-gratification to the side in favor 
oflong-term gains for all of society; each wins when everyone wins. Tocqueville writes 
that this should work because it still appeals fundamentally to man's self-interest, not to 
lofty ideals of selflessness or unconditional abnegation. "As in Machiavelli," states 
Zetterbaum, "the primary consideration is what men are, not what they may become." 120 
Tocqueville is not certain that the concept of self-interest well understood wiIl 
fully work, so he finds a morality system necessary to guarantee some level of virtue in 
people. For this, Tocqueville - the man who doubted faith since he was a teenager-
turns to religion. Without some reward, working for the common good has little appeal. 
Tocqueville declares that religion is the dogmatic embodiment of self-interest well 
understood. Adherents strive to help others and thus elevate themselves, although the 
119 Zetterbaum, Tocqueville and the Problem a/Democracy. 103. 
]2U Ibid .. 105. 
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long-term benefits are much more long-term, i.e., eternal salvation, entrance to Heaven, 
or whatever after-life recompense a religion proposes. 121 
Tocqueville has created an interesting situation for modern democracies. At its 
most fundamental level, the American political system separates church and state. 
Tocqueville's virtuous democracy, however, requires religion to operate to the fullest l22 
He advocates neither a theocracy nor an official state church. Rather, his inclusion of 
religion is another attempt to allay the fears of the French aristocracy Religion and 
liberty had been at war in France since 1789: the Catholic Church was associated with 
conservative aristocrats, while the liberal revolutionaries were most antireligious (or at 
least anti-Church). Tocqueville shows that religion and democracy can coexist, also 
proving the freedoms of expression and thought to be realities. Schapiro writes, "The 
reverence for religious opinion, that [sic] de Tocqueville saw in America, was to him the 
acid test of the freedom of opinion in any field.,,123 
Ultimately, then, American democracy finds its savior beyond man-made 
institutions and separate from the country's geographical peculiarities. It is the mores of 
the American people that circumvent the dangers of democracy. Mores begin in the 
home, with the mother transmitting rules of proper conduct to her children. (Tocqueville 
himself notes, "[I]t is woman who makes mores.,,124) This reestablishes a hierarchy in 
the family, in which the lower members have something to gain from their superiors. 
Tocqueville sees individual reason driving the nation. America is founded on the 
basic freedom of conscience, an acknowledgement of Man as a rational being. American 
121 Ibid .. 111-12. 
120 Ibid., 116. 
123 Schapiro, "Alexis de Tocqueville," 557-58. 
124 Tocqueville, Democracy, 563. 
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mores appeal to this reason and sustain the concepts of common good and self-interest 
well understood. While individualism pulls Americans outside the greater community, 
these aforementioned ideas promote participation in civic life - and do so quite 
successfully. Additionally, religion in America deemphasizes materialism, a condition 
bred in individualism: striving for personal material gain. Prudence and moderation are 
crucial to American Protestantism and so become crucial to the greater nation. With 
these basic values, American mores draw individuals back into the community and calm 
both the minority and the majority. 
00 00 
Democracy in America is a dialogue between Tocqueville and himself, between 
Alexis the aristocrat and Alexis the democrat. Tocqueville could never erase the 
memories and experiences of his childhood. He came from noble lineage on both his 
mother's and father's sides. He was raised the son of a royalist bureaucrat, schooled as 
all sons of nobility were, awarded a post in the court of Versailles, and invited frequently 
to various Parisian salons. His entire early life was devoted to the aristocratic style. But 
he knew that democracy loomed. 
Tocqueville recognized that the aristocratic way oflife was to end, not only for 
himself but for the world's societies. A voracious reader and historian by hobby, 
Tocqueville found an intransigent movement toward free and equal democratic 
governments. Great Britain limited its monarchy in the seventeenth century. America 
became the world's lone democracy in the late eighteenth century. And France wrestled 
with its own aristocracy during Tocqueville' s lifetime, although with much less success 
than in America and Britain. By the time Tocqueville was twenty-five years old and 
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ready to set out on his trip to America, he had witnessed his country move from empire to 
monarchy to limited monarchy; that does not include the assorted erstwhile republican 
phases that shaped France prior to his birth. He wanted stability in his country, and he 
spotted a proper system in the United States. In a wonderful summation of Democracy's 
background, James Bryce writes, 
To Tocqueville America was primarily a democracy, the ideal democracy, fraught 
with lessons for Europe, and above all for his own France. What he has given us 
is not so much a description of the country and people as a treatise ... upon 
democracy, ... [based] not so much on an analysis of American phenomena, as on 
general and somewhat speculative views of democracy which the circumstances 
of France had suggested. 125 
American democracy was Tocqueville's guide but by no means his ideal. Instead, he 
studied the country - its people, institutions, government, and society - to discern 
benefits that could be applied to France. Tocqueville also noted America's and 
democracy's disadvantages, hoping that they might be changed or improved upon so that 
France could reap the best government possible, not just the best one available. 
Democracy appealed to Tocqueville because it appeared inevitable. Drawing 
from the perceived progress of Western civil ization as well as Christian theology -
another influence from his childhood that could not be shaken, no matter how much 
doubt he professed - it seemed that equality would become the leading force of the 
future. According to Schapiro, Tocqueville "foresaw that democracy in America was not 
an isolated phenomenon but that it was bound to spread throughout the world. America's 
historic importance was that she anticipated the future of mankind.,')26 
Therefore, Tocqueville strove to develop the finest blueprint for French 
democracy that he could. And it is with this in mind that he feared the tyranny of the 
125 Bryce, The American Commonwealth, vol. 1,4. 
126 Schapiro, "Alexis de Tocqueville." 545. 
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majority. His family had witnessed firsthand the riotous prospects of the masses, and 
Tocqueville dreaded the return of mob rule. Knowing that power in popular governments 
resides with the majority, he also realized that the makings for despotism were ready and 
enormous. Thus he needed to temper the majority's power without removing the 
essentials that made democracy what it was. 
The despotic majority operates in two ways. First, it takes hold of the reins of 
power and operates out of its own interests. Second, it imposes a uniformity of thought 
among the people. It ascends to power in a myriad of ways. One is through common 
political channels, i.e., elections. But it has more subversive methods, too. Majorities 
gain power by depending on the atomization of society; with individualism run-amok, 
citizens are too concerned with their own affairs to take much interest in public issues. 
Equality also leads to tyranny because men trust in public opinion to ensure the greatest 
good for the greatest number, even if minorities are unaccounted-for. 
Countermeasures exist, however. The Founders created remedies within the 
governmental structure. Tocqueville does not trust the government to protect all rights, 
preferring popular organizations and institutions. Associations allow minorities to pool 
their ideas into a formidable challenge to majority rule. Associations also counter social 
atomization, pulling men away from their private interests to take up public ones. The 
press works against tyranny by disseminating various ideas, especially those of 
associations. Tocqueville fancies the independent judiciary, as well, to stop tyranny. 
Lawyers work to ensure the rights of all persons, and judges are appointed rather than 
popularly elected, liberating them from the whims of the masses. A third facet of the 
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courts, the jury, serves as a school in democracy and reinforces the notion of civic 
responsibility. 
It must be noted that trepidation toward the majority was not a condition 
exclusive to Tocqueville or other aristocrats. The American founders, who were revered 
on both sides of the Atlantic for establishing a balanced and just society, were uneasy 
about the potential of the masses. The Constitution includes safeguards against majority 
sovereignty, such as checks and balances and the separation of powers. The structure of 
the federal government further weakens the majority by decentralizing power. Despotic 
majorities could rule at the local level, but the possibility of such a group dominating 
national politics would be inconceivable and nigh impossible. 
To argue an undue influence of Toe que ville's aristocratic background would be to 
judge the Frenchman unfairly. Tocqueville certainly enjoyed the privileges of aristocracy 
through his childhood as well as his adult life. The progeny of nobles and son of a career 
political man, he studied under a live-in tutor, attended a fine preparatory school near his 
father, studied law, entered the court at Versailles, traveled to America on a government 
grant, wrote on politics and society in that country and in his own nation, and retired to a 
life of scholarship and travel. But was his life much different that those of the American 
Founders, whom he admired enormously for establishing such a successful democratic 
society? Many prominent Founders owned plantations with slaves. They lived 
comfortably, devoting time to intellectual pursuits rather than more plebeian, physical 
work. Yet they conducted the greatest democratic revolution seen up to that time. Some 
historians have questioned the supposedly noble motives of the Founders I27, but the bulk 
of academic study maintains that the men wrote a solid document that has lasted over 
127 See Charles Beard, An Economic Interpretation of the United Slales (1913). 
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two-hundred-and-fifty years, changed a mere fifteen times since the Bill of Rights were 
adopted in 1791. 128 Tocqueville was not only a fan of those men, but he also desired to 
implement a system similar to theirs in his own country. 
And thus Tocqueville was motivated by nationalism. He sought a solution for the 
plagues of revolution and destruction that had shaped France for forty years. He did not 
find an Elysian fix in America, for he knew better than to assume a perfect government to 
have already been established on Earth. He recognized the inevitable and providential 
nature of democracy, and it was because of these long-terms ends that he wished the 
system for France. His fear ofthe tyranny of the majority was a rational, calculated 
response to the potential dangers of this new system. He highlighted democracy's faults 
as a responsible citizen rather than an elitist. In the introduction to volume one of 
Democracy, TOCQueville writes, 
This book is not precisely in anyone's camp; in writing it I did not mean either to 
serve or to contest any party; I undertook to see, not differently, but further than 
the parties; and while they are occupied with the next day, I WANTED TO PONDER 
THE FUTURE. ,,129 
128 The Eighteenth Amendment (prohibition of alcohol) was nullified by the Twenty-First 
Amendment. thus reducing the total of in-effect changes to fifteen, or properly twenty-five, including the 
Bill of Rights. 
J 29 Tocqueville, Democracy in America, 15. Emphasis added. 
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